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I. INTRODUCTION 
There is no algorithm to tell from a finite presentation, 01, whether or not the 
group or monoid, G, presented by 01 is finite. We exhibit an algorithm, A, 
which gives the order or order of growth, for finite or infinite G respectively, 
when 01 is in a certain class, Q?:, of finite presentations. When applied to an 
arbitrary finite 01, A gives an upper bound for these quantities. Further we give 
a procedure, P, which, when it terminates, changes an arbitrary finite presenta- 
tion, 01, for G into a presentation y E V for G. 
Using P and A we may attempt to find the order or order of growth of the 
group or monoid, G, from an arbitrary finite presentation 01. We succeed (that is, 
P terminates) if G is finite; but of course P does not always terminate. In fact 
if y E V presents G, then G has a solvable word problem. We give some examples 
in section 6. In section 4 we see how our methods apply to abelian monoids. In 
particular we show that every finitely generated abelian monoid is presented by 
some y E VP. P is defined in section 3 and A in section 5. 
2. A PRELIMINARY PROPOSITION 
We begin with some definitions. Let F stand for a finitely generated free 
monoid (semigroup with unit). If Q: 2 F x F, write a& when (a, b) E CL. Let (a) 
be the congruence generated by 01. We say that a! is a presentation for the monoid 
F/(a) or for any monoid isomorphic to F/(a). If G is a group and 
(r, s,...; 7.0 = v, x = y,...) 
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is the usual kind of presentation for G as a quotient of a free group, then by 
taking {r, r-l, s, s-l ,... } as ree f g enerators for F and setting 
a = ((1, rr-I), (1) r-%),(1, Xi), (1, s-is) ,..., (w, z)), (x, y) )... } 
we obtain a presentation in our sense. 
We write < and < for a well-ordering of F which is recursive (as a subset of 
F x F) and such that for all a, b, c EF 
a < ab; 
a<ba; and 
a < b implies ca < cb and UC < bc. 
For example one may order F first by length of words and then order words of 
the same length lexicographically. From now on we assume F and < are fixed. 
DEFINITION. For any set e C F x F we define 
T(a) = (b 1 (a, b) E (Y or (b, a) E 01 for some a < b}; 
I(a) = (a 1 a = cbd for some b E T(ol) and c, d EF}; 
S(a) = F - I@). 
I(or) is the 2-sided ideal generated by T(a), and S(a) is closed under taking 
subwords. For any congruence p, S(p) consists of the minimum of every p-class. 
Consequently S(p) is a transversal for p; and, as it is closed under taking sub- 
words, S(p) is a Schreier system for p. Clearly 01 C fi C F x F impliesI Z I(p). 
We define two classes of presentations: 
3Y={a:j~CF~Fand1(ol)=I((~~))} 
V? = (a j ol E ~3 and 01 is finite}. 
Note that 5Y and % depend on the choice of <. If OL is any subset of the congru- 
ence p, then I(cu) 2 I(p). We show that I(or) = I(p) implies a: generates p. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let p be a congruence on F and let 01 be a subset of p. 
(a) If F/p is jinite, then I(p) is jkitely generated; 
(b) If 4-4 = &J), the-n P = (01); 
(c) If OL E W:, then F/car) has a solvable word problem. 
Proof. If F/p is finite, so is S(p). As S(p) contains every proper divisor of the 
(uniquely determined) minimum set of generators of I(p), that set of generators 
must be finite. 
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Let T be the congruence generated by 01. Clearly 7 C p. Whenever x E I(a), 
x = ebf for some e, f~ F and b E T(a). Picking 01 < b with (a, b) or (b, a) E (Y, 
we have x~xr = euf and x > xi . Continuing in this way if xi EI(oI), we produce 
a sequence 
(1) x = x0 > x1 > ..’ xiTxi+l ) i 2 0. 
As < is a well ordering, the sequence (1) terminates with y = x, E S(a). 
Clearly xy. If I(ol) = I(p), then y E S(p); and as S(p) is a transversal for p, T = p 
and (b) holds. When a is finite, there is an obvious algorithm for producing y 
from x whence (c) holds. 
DEFINITION. We call z an a-descendant of x if x = xi in any sequence (1). 
If in addition z E S(a) (so that the sequence cannot be continued beyond x), we 
say z an a-representative of x. 
We repeat that when 01 is given as a finite list, (or more generally when 01 is 
recursively enumerable and T( ) a! is recursive) there is an obvious algorithm 
for finding an a-representative of any x E F. 
3. A PROCEDURE 
We will define the procedure mentioned in the introduction. We start with a 
lemma which applies to all presentations. 
DEFINITION. 01 C F x F is normalized by throwing away (a, 6) E CY if a = 6, 
and interchanging a and b if a > b. 
Clearly, normalizing 01 does not affect (a). 
LEMMA 1. Let y C F x F be normalized; then I(y) = I((y)) if and only if 
the following conditions hold for each ordered pair ((a, b), (c, d)) of elements of y. 
(2) For all solutions x, y to b = xdy, a and xcy have a common y-descendant; 
(3) For all solutions x, y to bx = yd, in which b and d overlap, ax andyc have 
a common y-descendant. 
Proof. Suppose I(y) = 1((y)); then S(y) = S((y)) is a transversal for (y); 
and each e E F has as its unique y-representative the minimum element of its 
<y)-class. As a(y)xcy in (2), the y-representative of a and xcy is the required 
common y-descendant. Similarly (3) holds. 
Suppose I(y) # 1((y)); we will show that (2) or (3) fails. Write x -+ y wherry 
is a y-descendant of x. Since I(y) _C 1((y)), we can find x ~1((y)) - I(y). Pick 
y E S((y)) with x(y)y. As x # y, and {x, y} C S(y), there is a chain 
x = .vo 9 Yl 7 Xl ,...,Yn > xrt = Y 
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such that yi + xi-r and yi + xi , 1 < i < n. We may replace xi , 1 < i < n, 
by a y-representative of xi so that each xi E S(y). As x0 # X, , we have xi # X~+~ 
for some i whence yi has two distinct y-representatives. 
Now let t be the minimum element of F with more than one y-representative. 
We will analyze t. 
Let r and s be distinct y-representatives of t with r # t. Thus t + r E S(y). 
Hence t EI(Y) h w ence s # t and t ---f s E S(y). Consequently there exist (a, b), 
(c, d) E y and e, f, g, h E F such that 
t =ebf-+eaf+r 
t = gdh -+ gch + s. 
(4) 
We claim there is no common y-descendant of euf and gch. If w is one, let v be a 
y-representative of w. Thus v is a y-representative of euf and gch. As t > eaf 
and t > gch, our choice of t forces r = v = s, not the case. 
We may interchange the sequences of (4) if necessary so that g = ex for some 
x E F. Suppose e # I ; then by minimality of t, bf = xdh has a unique y-repre- 
sentative, u. Any y-representative for uf is one for bf whence uf -+ u and likewise 
xch + u. But then eaf --+ eu and gdh ---f eu, not the case. We conclude that in 
general e = 1, or g = 1, and a similar argument gives f = 1 or h = 1. 
If b and d do not overlap in the two decompositions of t in (4), then we may 
interchange sequences if necessary so that t = ebxdh with g = ebx and f = xgh. 
But then eaxch is a common y-descendant of eaf and gch, not the case. 
Our conditions imply that we have a solution to one of the equations (2) or (3) 
for which the required y-descendant does not exist, and the lemma is proved. 
We now define our procedure. 
Procedure P. Define the set y C F x P initially by normalizing 01 and taking 
the resulting set to be y. List the members of y in sequence. 
Y = {(al 3 bd,..., ia, , b,N. (5) 
Consider ordered pairs of elements of y 
((ai , hi), (aj > bj)) (6) 
according to the sequence of indices 
(1, 11, (1, 2), (2, 11, (2, 21, (1, 31, (3, l), (2, 3),... . 
If there are no more pairs (6) to consider, halt. Otherwise for the next pair (6) 
and each solution X, y in (2) or (3) calculate y-representatives r, s of a, xcy, or 
ax, yc respectively. If r < s, add (r, s) to y by making it the next element in 
the list (5). Likewise add (s, r) to 01 if Y > s. 
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It is clear that at each step (y) = (ol). Each addition to y adds a common 
y-descendant required by Lemma 1, and we see that if P terminates, we have 
y E V presentingF/(ol). If P fails to terminate, it nevertheless defines an infinite 
set 
B = {(a,, bi) / i 3 I>. 
which satisfies the criterion of Lemma 1. Let 
B, = {(ai , bi) 1 1 < i < m} 
so that y = B, . We know (B,) = <a), m > n, whence (B) = (a). Our 
conditions imply 
fi I(B,) = I(B) = I((+). 
i=n 
(7) 
As &+I E S(B,) by construction, (7) implies that 1((a)) is the union of a strictly 
increasing chain of ideals whence 1((a)) is not finitely generated. Conversely if 
1((a)) is finitely generated, then Procedure P must terminate. We have 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 01 E F x F be afinitepresentation of G = F/<Lu). Procedure 
P applied to CY terminates if and only ifI((ol)) is finitely generated (and in partkular 
if G is jinite). When Procedure P applied to 01 terminates, it yields a presentation 
y~Vof G. 
The parenthetical remark in Proposition 2 follows from Proposition l(a). 
By Proposition l(b) we may drop (a, b) from y whenever b has a proper divisor 
in Try]. With this modification, T(y) becomes the minimum set of generators 
for 1(y) = I(<a)). In practice this normalization is useful because it usually 
reduces y by a large factor. In the same spirit one may modify Procedure P by 
dropping from y the element (a, b) when adding a solution to (2) to y. The 
congruence generated by y is not changed and Proposition 2 and the preceding 
discussion are still valid. 
4. ABELIAN MONOIDS 
In this section only, F is a free abelian monoid of finite rank, and we consider 
presentations ti C F x F, of abelian monoids F/(ar>. Our advantage is a result 
of Dickson [3, Theorem 9.181 which says that every ideal of F is finitely gener- 
ated. 
Denote the usual lattice operations on F of least common multiple and 
greatest common divisor by v and A respectively. We write < and < for a 
well-ordering of F which is recursive and such that for all a, b, c E F 
a<a+b; and 
a < b implies a + c < b + c. 
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For example we may take the usual lexicographic ordering of n-tuples. 
Parts (b) and (c) of Proposition 1 and their proofs are still valid with some 
obvious minor changes. For example when x EL(Z) we have x = b + f for some 
b E T(S) not x = ebf. FromProposition l(b) and the result of Dickson mentioned 
above we see that every finitely generated abelian monoid has a presentation in %?. 
In particular 
COROLLARY 1. [7, Theorem 721, [4]. Every Jinitely generated abelian monoid 
has a jkite presentation. 
Lemma 1 is also still valid if we replace conditions (2) and (3) by 
For all solutions x, y to 
b+x=bvd=d+y, 
a + x and c + y have a common a-descendant; (8) 
and require (8) to hold for each unordered pair {(a, b), (c, d)} with b A d # 0. 
Making the corresponding changes in Procedure P, we see that Proposition 2 
holds in our new context, and in particular that P always terminates. We have an 
algorithm to convert any finite presentation 01 of G = F/(a) into a presentation 
y E % of G. Applying Proposition 1 (c), we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. [2]. Every finitely presented abelian semigroup has a solvable 
word problem. 
5. AN ALGORITHM 
In this section we define the algorithm mentioned in the introduction. If 
OL E $5 presents G, then as S’(a) = F - I( 01 is a transversal for (a), it suffices ) 
to have at hand an algorithm to determine the order or order of growth of 
L = F - I for any finitely generated 2-sided ideal, I, of F. If 01 is an arbitrary 
finite presentation of G, then L’(a) C 1((a)) w h ence S(g) contains a transversal 
for (or), and applying our algorithm to I(a) gives an upper bound for the order 
or order of growth of F/(a). 
We begin with a preliminary lemma. By a proper initial segment of w EF 
we mean any word v such that w = vx, x # 1. Likewise v is a proper subword 
of w if w = yvx, yx # 1. In both cases v = 1 is allowed. We write X for the 
(uniquely determined) set of free generators of F. 
DEFINITION. ForanysetLCFandanywEFletL,={x[wxEL}. 
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LEMMA 2. Let I be a 2-sided ideal of F and let L = F - I. Let B be the 
minimum generating set of I. 
(a) L, = L, implies L,, = L,, for all x E F, 
(b) If a E X and aw EL, then either L,, = L, or aw is a proper initial 
segment of some b E B. 
Proof. Part (a) is clear from the definition above. As I is a 2-sided ideal, L, 
is closed under subwords. Thus awx EL implies wx EL. In other words L,, C 
L, . Suppose L,, # L, and pick x such that wx EL but awx $ L. Clearly some 
b E B divides awx but not wx. If b divides aw, then aw E I contrary to assumption. 
Hence aw divides b, and we have b = awy for some y E F, y # 1. 
Next we define a directed graph which we shall use in our analysis of Algo- 
rithm A. For any nonempty L = F - I, I a 2-sided ideal of F, define the graph 
I’(L) as follows: the vertices of T(L) are the sets L, , w EL, and any two vertices 
L, and -La, a E X, are joined by an edge from L, to L,, labeled with a. 
T(L) is well defined by Lemma2(a) and has at least one vertex, L. Each directed 
path in T(L) defines a word in F by reading labels along the path from beginning 
to end. The path of length 0 from L to L defines the identity 1 E F. Each w E F 
is defined by at most one path starting at L. By induction on path length a path 
from L defining w ends at L, . Thus every w so defined lies in L. By induction on 
word length every w EL is defined by a path from L. Thus we have a one to one 
correspondence between paths from L and elements of L. 
Suppose I is finitely generated by B. Algorithm A constructs a directed graph, 
T(B), with edges labeled by elements of X. P(B) covers T(L) in the sense that 
there is a map, f, from vertices of T(B) to vertices of T’(L), such that for any two 
vertices, v and w, of T’(B) there is an edge from z, to w labeled by a if and only 
if there is an edge from f (n) to f (w) labeled by a. T(B) need not be isomorphic 
to I’(L), but it is clear that if f(u) = L, th ere is a one to one correspondence 
between paths in r(B) from z, and paths in I’(L) from L, and that both sets of 
paths define the same set of words, L. 
Algorithm A. Let I be the 2-sided ideal of F generated by the finite set B 
with 1 + B. By throwing out b E B if c E B properly divides b, change B into 
the minimum set of generators of I. Construct a directed graph, r, as follows: 
Take as vertices of r the proper initial segments of elements of B. Include the 
identity 1 of F. For every vertex v and a E X such that va is a vertex, join v to va 
by an edge labeled a from v to va. If va is not a vertex and va is not divisible 
by any b E B, delete initial letters of va until a vertex w (possibly 1) is obtained. 
Join a to w by an edge from v to w labeled a. Calculate the order or order of 
growth of F - I from I’ by applying Proposition 3. 
We see that Algorithm A constructs a directed graph, r, with at least one 
vertex, 1. As with r(L) paths in r define words in F, and each word in F is 
defined by at most one path in I’ from vertex 1. 
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LEMMA 3. Let I’ be constructed by Algorithm A. 
(a) Reading labels along paths of P j rom vertex 1 gives a one to one corre- 
spondence between paths from 1 and elements ojL = F - I(B); 
(b) For any vertex v, reading labels along paths from v gives a one to one 
correspondence between paths and elements of a subset of L. 
Proof. Part (b) follows from (a) because L is closed under taking subwords, 
and by construction there is a path from vertex 1 to any vertex v. By the preceding 
discussion we need only exhibit the map f discussed above. Since each proper 
subword of any b E B lies in L, we may define j by j(v) = L, for any vertex, v, 
of r (of course j(1) = L). F or any such v, there is an edge labeled a from v 
precisely when vu EL. Likewise there is an edge labeled a from L, to L,, in I’(L) 
precisely when vu EL. The edge in r from v goes to a vertex w obtained by 
dropping initial letters of vu (with no initial letters dropped if vu is a vertex). 
By Lemma 2(b) L, = L,, , and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r be constructed by Algorithm A. 
(a) If I’ has no directed cycles, then L = F - I is finite of order equal to the 
number of paths in P from vertex 1; 
(b) If some vertex of I’ lies on two directed cycles, then y(n), the number of 
words in L of length at most n satisfies 
for two real numbers 1 < p < q; 
(c) If each vertex of Plies on at most one directed cycle and ijk is the maximum 
number of pairwise disjoint cycles occuring on any path from vertex 1, then 
r& < y(n) < snk 
for two real numbers 0 < r < s. 
Proof Part (a) is clear. In (b) let v be a vertex on two directed cycles. Reading 
around each cycle starting at v defines two words, x and y; and we see from 
Lemma 3(b) that L contains a free monoid generated by x and y. Estimating 
the growth of this monoid gives the lower bound in (b). For the upper bound 
let q equal the number of free generators of F. 
Suppose we are in case (c). A simple path is one in which no vertices or edges 
are repeated. Since no two cycles share an edge or vertex, any path in r is either 
simple or consists of a number of cycles separated by simple paths. Any cycle 
may be traversed an arbitrary number of times, but other than this there is no 
repetition of edges or vertices as we travel along a path else we would be in 
case (b). Let s be the number of paths from vertex 1 in which each cycle is 
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traversed at most once. Every path is obtained from exactly one of these minimal 
paths by specifying the number of times each cycle is to be traversed. Thus the 
paths determined by a particular minimal path with m cycles correspond to 
sequences 
. . 
21 ,...> hn ij 3 1, 1 <cj<m. (9) 
Each solution to (9) specifies a path of length at least ii + ... + i,,, . Conversely 
the number of paths of length 12 determined by a particular minimal path with m 
cycles is at most the number of solutions to 
i1 + ... + i, < n ij 3 1, 1 <j<m. 00) 
Imagine n marks on a line. Each solution to (10) corresponds to placing m 
commas, the first comma after mark il , the second comma after mark i1 + iz etc. 
We place m commas in n positions whence the number of solutions to (10) is 
(E) < n”. As m < k, the upper bound of(c) follows. 
The lower bound follows by a similar argument on a minimal path with K 
cycles. Let each cycle have length at most r and let there be h edges in the path 
but not on any cycle. Now each solution to (10) with m = K gives a path of 
length at most (il + *.* + i,)r + h whence y(nr + h) > (i). The lower bound 
is now easily obtained by using the fact that y is monotonically nondecreasing. 
6. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
First we note that Proposition 3 shows that groups or semigroups, G, with 
presentations in %? satisfy the growth condition suggested by Milnor [6]. 
The graph r(L) defined in Section 5 is finite exactly when L is a regular 
language, and T(L) is essentially the minimum finite automaton accepting L 
[l, Chapter 21. Thus a necessary condition for Procedure P to terminate is that 
the Schreier system L = F - I((a)) b e regular. Example 3 shows that the 
condition is not sufficient, and example 4 shows that T’(L) need not be isomorphic 
to the graph r produced by Algorithm A. 
Now we give some examples. In this section we write presentations in the form 
G = (a, b, c ,..,; w = z, ,...; 
where (a, b, c,...} is a set of free generators for a free monoid F, ol = ((w, z)),...> C 
F x F generates a congruence ((Y), and F/a: 11 G. Here a! is the presentation of G 
according to the definition in Section 2. 
We write I and L respectively for the ideal 1((a)) and the Schreier system 
S((ol)) = F - I((ar)) defined in section 2. I and L are defined with respect to the 
well-ordering of F mentioned in Section 2. 
EXAMPLE 1. G = (a, b, c, d, e; ad = bd, c = de). Applying P gives 
G = (a, b, c, d, e; ad = bd, c = de, ac = bc). (11) 
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Algorithm iz gives a graph I’ with 3 vertices and says that G has exponential 
growth. 
In fact from the proof of Proposition 3(b) it is clear that {a, c, e} is the set of 
free generators of a free submonoid of G. A geometric derivation of the relation 
UC = bc is available in [8, Example 11. Finally by Proposition 1 substituting the 
left hand side of the relations in (11) for the right hand side as many times as 
possible yields the representative in L of any word w EF and solves the word 
problem in G. 
When G is a finite group, both the method of Procedure P and Algorithm A, 
and the Coxeter-Todd coset enumeration technique [5, Chapter 61 will calculate 
the order of G. It might be of interest to compare the two approaches. Experi- 
mentation with some small groups suggests that Procedure P will usually take 
much more time than Algorithm A, and that it will produce lots of relations 
which turn out to be superfluous. 
EXAMPLE 2. G = (a, b, c, d; acca = cat, caac = aca, ab = 1, ba = 1, 
cd = 1, dc = 1). Application of P and A yields that G has order 120. As G is 
easily seen to have trivial commutator quotient, G is identified as the linear 
group SL(2, 5). Before terminating P produced 3539 relations; and the normaliza- 
tion discussed at the end of section 3 reduced this number to 86. We note that 
the group presentation 
SL(2, 5) = (a, c; acca = cat, caac = aca) 
is minimal in the sense that the number of relations equals the number of gener- 
ators, which is the minimum number of relations possible in a presentation of a 
finite group [5, Theorem 2.61. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let G be the free abelian group with free generators {x, y}, 
and let F be the free monoid on (a, b, c, d}. The homomorphism Yz F - G 
defined b\ 
a ---z x, b + x, c + x-1, d --f y-l 
induces a congruence, p, onF and an isomorphism F/p - G. F/p has presentation 
(a, b, c, d; ab = ba, UC = 1, ca = 1, bd = 1, db = 1). 
Foranym>l,Y(bm)=Y( b”) h a c w ence ab% ~1. Every proper subword of 
abmc lies in L whence {abmc / m > l} is contained in the minimum set of gener- 
ators of I. As 1 is not finitely generated, P does not terminate. Nevertheless L 
is easily seen to be regular. Also if we change Y so that 
U-+X b + x-1 C-Y d ---f y-l, 
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then P does terminate, and the same effect can be achieved if we alter the order 
< used in defining I and L so that 
instead of 
a<c<b<d 
a<b<c<d. 
We see that whether or not P terminates depends on the homomorphism F - G 
(or in other words on the choice of a sequence of generators for G) and on the 
choice of well-ordering of F. 
EXAMPLE 4. G = (a, b, c, d; cacac = a2ca2, acaca = c2ac2, ada = b2cb2, 
bcb = a2da2, a4 = 1, ab = 1, ba = 1, cd = 1, dc = 1). Procedure P yields 
G = (a, b, c, d; ab = 1, ba = 1, a2 = b2, bd = ca, ad = cb, cd = 1, 
bc = da, ac = db, dc = I, b = a3\, (12) 
and Algorithm A gives a graph I’ on 6 vertices. Analyzing r, we see that G has 
growth of degree 1 and, denoting by Y the homomorphism from F to G corre- 
sponding to the presentations above, that x = Y(c) has infinite order. From (12) 
one sees that y = Y(a) has order 4 and yxypl = y2x-I. It follows that G is a 
product (y)(x) and that G/( y”) is infinite dihedral. Applying a minimization 
algorithm [I, Chapter 2.3.11, we see that T(L), the graph defined in section 5, 
has 5 vertices, whence I’ is a proper covering of T(L). 
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